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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has a 10 node cluster running OneFS 6.5.5.5. They want to upgrade to the latest
OneFS
7.1.x.x in a one hour maintenance window.
What is their only option?
A. A rolling upgrade to the latest OneFS 6.5.5.x, followed by a rolling upgrade to the latest
OneFS 7.1.x.x
B. A simultaneous upgrade to the latest OneFS 6.5.5.x, followed by a simultaneous upgrade to
the latest OneFS 7.1.x.x
C. A rolling upgrade straight to the latest OneFS 7.1.x.x
D. A simultaneous upgrade to the latest OneFS 7.1.x.x
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the accounts payable payment clerk at your company.
You need to create a payment journal for all vendors that require check payments with
transactions that are due through the end of the current week. You create a new payment
journal and open the lines.
What should you do next?
A. Settle transactions.
B. Generate payments.
C. Post and transfer.
D. Create a payment proposal.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
EIGRP
By increasing the first distant office, JS Industries has expanded their business with the
addition of their first remote office. The remote office router (R3) was previously configured and
all corporate subnets were reachable from R3. JS Industries is interested in using route
summarization along with the EIGRP Stub Routing feature to increase network stability while
reducing the memory usage and bandwidth utilization to R3. Another network professional was
tasked with implementing this solution.
However, in the process of configuring EIGRP stub routing connectivity with the remote
network devices off of R3 has been lost. Currently EIGRP is configured on all routers R2, R3, and
R4 in the network. Your task is to identify and resolve the cause of connectivity failure with the
remote office router R3. Once the issue has been resolved you should complete the task by
configuring route summarization only to the remote office router R3. You have corrected the
fault when pings from R2 to the R3 LAN interface are successful, and the R3 IP routing table only
contains 2 10.0.0.0 subnets.
Answer:
Explanation:
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